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Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 148 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x
0.5in.Is Christ Divided This writing is a call for unity. It is not a call for un-challenged unity. Still it is a
call to unity because this is how the Lord wanted his body (the church )to operate. Unity takes great
effort. But it is well worth it! Satan our enemy has realized he cannot destroy the church but he
hopes to weaken her mission by utilizing some of his cunning tactics. Ploys such as
discouragement, un-forgiveness, spiritual apathy, laziness are strategies he use on a daily bases.
One of his main tools is a age-old trick called divisiveness which he has carefully re-packaged as
denominationalism. A common viewpoint might be stated: We dont fellowship with those folks
because they do not interpret or follow the Word Correctly. So the church has learned to operate in
a million different brands, with the expectation that we will all meet together one day in heaven.
Sometimes seeming to admire one another but then at other times refusing to acknowledge one
another or learn from each other or recognize the hand of God on other believers who we
perceive...
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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